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Data is at the cole of how we think about both clinical care and

operational planning ln health centers today Reliable data is

essential to meaningful use cerLification, PCMH qualification, ACO

participation - not [o mention newer topics like aggregation and'/

or warehousing of data and analytics for clinlcal and operational

use. But what is data? Where do we get it? How can we use it lo

improve what we're doing? UsÍng and understanding information

1s central to many of the decisions currentþ facing health centers'

As they work to improve their operations and outcomes, a clear

and welL-defined data strateglr is all the more important

Data 1O1

In order to unders[andhowto manage anduse da[a, we need to have

some understandrng of what data is, and what its characteris¡ics

are Dala,in the context of health care organizations' is the specific

values associated wrth a label such as "%FederalPovertylevel " or

"HbAlc". The values assigned to these labels are the pieces of

information we use every day such as l4Oo/o of the FPL or HbAIc

of 9 B5olo These pieces of infor-rnation ale stoled as data; a single

HbAlc va1ue, in this case 9 85, is stored as four (4) bytes of data A

basic EHR record (excluding lmages) for a healthy individual may

be as large as 4-5 megabytes (mi11ion b¡es) of data, approximately

the size of al1 of the written works of Shakespeare The EHR

record of a petson with several chronic conditions' which couid

include multiple images related to diagnosis and treatment, may

be 4 gigab¡es (4GB) of data or the equivalent of about 1200 songs

- 
B0 hours - of music on iTunes lf your center serves 30,000

patients, the amounl' of data you're keeping is 120,000 GB (1Ì7

terabytes or TB) or abour 10 times the amount of printed material

in the Library of Congress! This seems like a lot of data, but in

an information technology context, it is only a moderate amollnt

Data ts generally stored in tables in a database All commercial

EHRs use some forrn of stmc[ured data storage, with data stored

in the rows and columns of a relational database where each

individual patient's record is a row, and the columns are discrete

elements of demographic and cLinical data In this form, data can

be recombined (joined) in various ways and queried wirh sundard

query languages, usually SQL. lf we were to look at a list of these

tables with the column labels, they would' for the most pafi' make

sense lo us The same is true of how practice management systems,

or most other sys[ems in use at health centers, store data

Putting Data to Use

So we know a good deal about whar data is and how i¡ is stored

by automated systems, but how is it used by health centers?

The first and most obvious use is lor clinical and opelational

management, employing a variety of applications, including EHR'

practice management and other systems. Data reporting' such

as UDS reporting which extracts informatlon from the practice

manageÌrent system, 1s another example As lhe health care

system evolves, so too does the need for data aggregation, which

may involve extraction of 1oca1 data into data marts for specific

purposes such as performance analysis, or the aggregation o[ data

into a iarger data warehouse that might contain data from multiple

sources. This rype of aggregation might be used, for instance , in

ACO risk caiculatlons or regional public health evaluatrons or even

national analyses of outcomes for specific clinical conditions

Data Use in the Future
Increasingly, data is being used lo generate Ìnsights into both

operationayfinancial planning and climcal treatment and care

planning, as distinct from merely managerlen[ Anaþsis of

even relatively small amounts of data can yield irsights into the

flnancial distribution of patients, I'isÌt and admission patterns' and

other indicators useful for developing priorities for health center

clevelopment, staffing and capacity In clinical planning, the analysis

of larger data sets allows for the identification of patients with simrlar

pattems of disease and therefore al1ows insighs into diagnosis and

treatment The data have operationai as well as predictive value

Pamcularþ useful as the number of patients sewed by healdr centers

grows, arid becomes more complex, is aggregate clinical and outcomes

data for patÌents with given dìageoæs or conditions Any one health

center, even a ìzrge health cener nelwork, may see only a very limlted

number of cases of a given or rare condi[on More ofEn, a center rrtay see

patiens with a nalrower range of condltions, making treannent plarLrLing

for those wrth less common conditiors, or wrth multiple complexities or

comorbrdities, dìff.cult Using a much larger amount of data obtained

tltough an aggregated data mart or wareÌrouse couid change tlre whole

waywe look at analysis of clìnical urformation. Thjs is because the use of

very ìarge amounts of data for analps a1lows us to evaluate many mort

cases than might be seen ìn any srngÞ organrzation arLd aìso raises our

conidencelevelin the anaiysis The djfferencebetweena 90% con-frdence

level when making a diagnoss (1 in 10 ncorrect t tuls) -d 999990/"

conldence ievel (l jn ÌO0,OO0 incorrect results) ìs a verybig dìfierence
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Setting Your Objectives
So what can health centers do now to be in a position to make the

best use of data in the near funrre? First, bujld on what you already

have The amount of data in EHR and practice management (PM)

systems at any single health center is already pretry big, and is getting

larger daìly Review how data is stored in your clinical and operational

systems Be sure that the information is intemaþ reliable. Determine

if you already Lr,ave the capabiliry Ío agg:rcgate this data into data

exüacts or data marts for specific analysis. Many EHRs as well as PM

systems and their underþing database systems have facìlities for dorng

extraclion and combination of data. Such extraction and combination

(aggregation) should be planned jn terms of both overall oþectives as

well as specific operational practice-research questiors.

Start by defining your overall objective Is it UDS reporting?

Demographic anaþis lor growth planning? Clinical

classification? lt is important to identify your objectives and

prioritize the efforts that will be affected by your use of data.

Perhaps more efficient UDS reporting is a priority, or perhaps it is

meaningful use qualification, PCMH certlfication, or some other

objective such as more sophisticated fÌnancial management. ACO

participation gets a special mention because ACOs are driven, in
large part, by analysis. This analysis may be provided through

the ACO, but the ability to aggre1ate your center's data and

possibly do preliminary analysis is important Operational and

clinical performance anaþis is already an important use of the

data from single health centers and ACOs will look toward and

facilitate aggregated data from multiple health centers, health

center controlled networks and other groupings.

Clearly define what questions you need to address consistent

with these broader objectives, because no matter how robust

the data, analysis is only as good as the questions you ask. In

addition to focusing on the research question, develop a plan for

how you vnll analyze this data and report on your results and

make sure your systems support this capacity.

Going forward, health centers will need sophisticated capability

to exchange and share data with other providers in large, shared

data warehouses This will require personnel resources to work

with increasingly large quantities of data, using more complex and

granular for-rns of analysis, both to do the technical work required

and to assist in interpretation of analltic results. ln preparing for

the longer term, stmcturing and data management is essential, and

go beyond the technical effort to establish and maintain sys[ems. It
includes an approach that values data as an organizational resource

and asset, and that engages the whole center so that the use of data

and its transformation into useful inforrnation becomes something

that both providers and staff are awate of and comfortable with.

When data becomes useful information, it can guide both the

operational and clinical efforts of a health center

The next few years will be very exciting as more and more uses

for small and very large amounts of data are developed. Starting

now to develop a "data-based" approach to the management and

delivery of care will allow health centers to be prepared for the

evolution in the use of data that ìs just now starting, and to help

lead and guide that evolution into the future.

Da,tid Hartzband is Director of Technology Research and Feygele

lacobs is EWl COO at theRCHN Community HealthFoundation.

UPCOMING EVENTS

AUGUST 11-17,2013
National Health Center Week

AUGUST 23-27,2013
NACHC Community Health
Institute 6u Expo
Chicøgo HyattRegency
Chicago,IL

ocToBER 28-30,2013
NACHC S/RPCA Conference
HotelDel Coronado

SanDiego, CA

NOVEMBER12-'14,2013
Financial Operations
Management Information
Technology Conference
Caesars Palace
Las Vegas, NV

For more information onNACHC
conf erences, tr ainings, sp ecial
semindrs and other events, visit
www.n^chc.org.
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